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“Decades passed. More and stronger lights were screwed 
onto the ceilings of offices around the world. Overhead lighting 
swallowed up desk lamps, both metaphorically and literally. 
Night turned to day. Even in people’s heads. The boundary 
between work and free time, between office and home, was 
erased. Those who spent their lives in the floodlights from 
above started to feel caught, unprotected, in the headlights. 
Motivation and production fell. People lacked a... private sphere. 
Not all of them realised these slightly absurd conditions. 
But they all felt accordingly.”

M. Wästberg (2008)

“Another decade has passed. As to the monumental systemic 
failure I once identified, I am still convinced. It remains. Man 
had been alienated from the fire, both figuratively and literally. 
A private sphere was no longer merely missing at the workplace, 
but also at home. That was clear when the world started 
spinning slower well into the new millennium. Wästberg’s 
ambition remains. Systemic failures are seldom eliminated  
in a decade.”
 

M. Wästberg (2019)
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The lighting company Wästberg emerged from a young Swedish 
man’s precocious insight. He had identified a systemic failure 
prevailing in most of the offices and public places of the world — 
a problem so monumental that no one neither bothered, nor 
wanted to, confront it. 
 
In a printed manifesto entitled Lamps for Neanderthal Man 
(2008), he outlined a development gone awry a very long time 
ago. In brief, man had, in a misguided pursuit of efficiency  
and standardisation, been deprived of private spheres, with light 
as sole protection and trust.

Wästberg wanted to bring back light to human proximity. 
Open the eyes of those who close them, without blinding them. 
Rekindle the appreciation of sublime shadows and contrasts. 
Economise on energy and materials, particularly important in  
a world that has exceeded its moral authority.

With a scaled-down general lighting in the ceiling, and 
sophisticated direct light from desk lamps, wall lamps, floor 
lamps and pendant lamps, Wästberg wanted to build a new 
… whole. Cold and sterile environments with constant static 
brightness could be turned into atmospheric environments 
through beautiful and functional lighting that lend well-being. 
The sophisticated direct lighting remained to be created.
 
After ten years of activity, Wästberg has now left its own private 
sphere — to be considered as an established player in, and for, 
the public eye. This has not hindered the development of lamps 
for people’s homes.

For the rest, little has changed since the start. What remains is 
the deep respect for the most basic human need — expressed 
through the combination of aesthetics, cutting-edge technology 
and resource conservation. What also remains is the close 
collaboration with some of the world’s most renowned architects, 
designers and lighting experts.
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w 182 pastille can be described as a pure disc of light, attached to a thin 
line – a construction that allows a variety of ‘surfaces’ to be illuminated. 
Differentto task lamps that illuminate in a focused way; or table and pendant 
lamps that provide ambient light; w 182 pastille sees environments as 
surfaces to softly illuminate a wall, a floor or a table. It is able to freely 
articulate between these surfaces by rotating up, down and around. It is a 
gentle light that is complimentary to interiors, that reflects how we would like 
to live and work. w 182 pastille is made of a high-performance material. A 
bio-polyamide that is based on over 60% biologically sourced and recyclable 
material from the castor plant. No paint is used either. Its material provides 
warmth and strength, making w 182 pastille lighter and easier to adjust from 
anywhere on the lamp. At the top of its vertical pole is a single control button.

w 182 pastille creates a remarkable spread of light that is warm and
dimmable all from a single LED rather than an array. It is achieved by 
reaching a state of equilibrium between its single light source, a large 
reflector and large diffuser. The result is a new kind of simplicity where the 
diffuser itself is as malleable with the hand as any other part of the lamp.
Since w 182 pastille is about illuminating surfaces, attention has been paid
to how it can adapt to a variety of spatial conditions. It can sit on a table;
clamp to a desk or shelf; hang from a wall; stand hi on a floor; or integrate
into a table or wall surface with no visible cable.

Design: Sam Hecht and Kim Colin

Product Information

w 182 pastille

w 182 pastille?

w 182 pastille?





13.w 182 pastille  Features

w 182 pastille is made of a high-performance bio-polyamide that is based on 
over 60% biologically sourced and recyclable material from the castor plant.

w 182 pastille creates a remarkable spread of warm light all from a single 
LED rather than an array.

w 182 pastille is equipped with a large reflector and large diffuser. The result 
is a new kind of simplicity where the diffuser itself is as malleable with the 
hand as any other part of the lamp.

The light can be adjusted with a control button on the vertical pole.

Available with a clamp, a base, a pin, a bracket or as a floor lamp. 

For technical specifications, please see page 94–96.

Material

Integrated LED

Multiple mounting options

Dimmable

Glare protection

Technical specifications



15.

The starting point for w 171 alma is a circle of soft sine waves diffusing light. 
The shape is based on a rotated sine wave, where light and shadow create 
a readily recognisable character. The lamp doubles as a solitary, for example 
freely suspended above a table, and in a group in a larger room – where it 
can create a pattern of floating points of light, like a ceiling of lights.

The light image of concentric circles can be varied depending on the choice 
of light source in the E27 socket. The soft and reduced shape creates a 
pleasant atmosphere and lends a sculptural feeling, even in daylight, when the 
satin matte finish and colour of the surface emerges. With its slim silhouette, 
w 171 alma can be mounted directly onto the ceiling or wall, or suspended. 
This makes it easy to adjust the light to the requirement of the situation.

Design: Tham & Videgård

Product Information

w 171 alma





19.w 171 alma  Features

The experience of the light can be varied depending on the choice of light 
source in the E27 socket.

The soft and reduced shape creates a pleasant atmosphere and lends 
a sculptural feeling, even in daylight.

Ceiling, wall or suspended.

The lamp can be used as a solitary or in a group, even like a ceiling of lights.

For technical specifications, please see page 97.

Varied light

Sculptural feeling

Multiple mounting options

Single or in a group

Technical specifications
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w 164 alto is a new type of free standing lamp for indirect light. The pole 
houses a sophisticated 7.000 Lumen multi-directional LED technique, giving 
a very even and super-wide-angle light distribution. Almost 180°. 

The top disc of the base is a large dimming wheel, which also includes  
the switch. w 164 alto features dynamic dimming meaning that the colour 
temperature of the light gets warmer when the lamp is dimmed down.

The off-centre lateral constellation of the cylindrical units evokes a brutalist, 
deconstructionist view on architecture. w 164 alto shares these values to 
become the definition of the attitude behind the concept.

Design: Dirk Winkel

Product Information

w 164 alto
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w 164 alto is made of aluminium and steel.

The pole houses a sophisticated and powerfull 7.000 Lumen  
multi-directional, highly energy-efficient LED technique.

The multi-directional LED technique developed for the w 164 alto gives 
a very even and super-wide-angle light distribution. Almost 180°. 

The w 164 alto gives an indirect light.

w 164 alto features dynamic dimming, which makes the colour 
temperature of the light warmer as it dims. The top disc of the base 
is a large dimming wheel.

For technical specifications, please see page 98.

Material

Multi-directional LED

Super-wide-angle light  
distribution

w 164 alto  Features

Indirect light 

Dynamic dimming 

Technical specifications
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w 163 lampyre is made of two opaline glass parts: a cylindrical base 
supporting a conic shade, emitting a soothing light from base to top. The light  
can be adjusted with the dimmer from very bright to a phantomatic halo. 
Lampyre is the French word for glow worm, which can be linked to the very 
natural aspect of this lamp.

w 163 lampyre comes in two sizes. The large one is ideal as a solitary piece 
and will enlighten any space with softness. The smaller one will do very well 
on a shelf or — following the Swedish habit — in a window to shine a friendly 
light towards the street and at home.

Design: Inga Sempé

Product Information

w 163 lampyre
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w 163 lampyre is made of opaline glass.

w 163 lampyre gives a soothing light from base to top. It can be adjusted 
from very bright to a phantomatic halo.

The light can be adjusted with a dimmer.

For technical specifications, please see page 99.

Material

Soothing light 

w 163 lampyre  Features

Dimmable

Technical specifications



29.

w 162 dalston is influenced by the lamps commonly found in workshops 
and warehouses. These lamps display an honesty and practicality in their 
light output, materiality and durability. w 162 dalston refines and updates this 
practicality with the latest LED light source, directing light downwards, 
as well as partly illuminating its outside shade. The materials and construction 
are equally simple and durable.

A die-cast aluminium LED unit acts both as an efficient heat-sink and as 
a method of carrying different shade sizes in spun metal. The method of 
construction — die-cast LED unit and separate shade — allows for extensive 
customisation, using the RAL system. This gives you the possibility to 
match w 162 dalston perfectly to any interior specification. It is suitable for 
domestic, hospitality and contract use.

Design: Sam Hecht & Kim Colin

Product Information

w 162 dalston
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The LED unit is made of die casted aluminium and the shade of steel.

The light technology is based on a highly energy-efficient multi-chip  
LED solution. It consists of a cluster of diodes, instead of several separate  
diodes. By using multi-chip LED, so called multi-shadows are avoided. 

A reflector combined with a diffuser gives a very even light distribution over  
a large surface.

The construction of the LED unit and the shade protects from glare.

The w 162 dalston has integrated dimmable electronics, enabling dimming 
from external dimmers and lighting control systems.

Using LEDs to project the light directly downwards, the shade is not used 
as a reflector. This gives the opportunity to paint the inside of the shade 
in the same colour as the outside, without destroying the quality of the light.

w 162 dalston is constructed in a way that allows for extensive customisation 
(LED unit and separate shade) using two sizes of metal shades (available in 
a range of RAL colours).

For technical specifications, please see page 100–101.

Material

Integrated multi-chip LED

Glare protection

Light distribution

Dimmable

Coloured inside

Customisation

w 162 dalston  Features

Technical specifications



35.

w 154 pal is the essence of modern task lighting: an engineered, but graceful 
construction focused on bringing high quality LED light into the working 
environment, while keeping a certain formal purity.

The all-metal structure with its slim profiles and integrated mechanics  
allows for a smooth and easy movement, while the shade incorporates an 8 W 
high-end warm LED with intelligent heat dissipation and light diffusion. 

Aesthetically, the design is reduced to a strictly geometrical language,  
all the way into the finest details of the cast and extruded aluminium elements, 
complementing the sustainable longevity of the light source.

Design: Dirk Winkel

Product Information

w 154 pal
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The w 154 pal is made of aluminium.

The light technology is based on a highly energy-efficient, high quality 
LED solution, which gives a warm white light.

w 154 pal gives a large amount of light, evenly distributed over  
a large surface.

w 154 pal is equipped with a clever joint construction, built around  
a wheel-construction that is incorporated into one of the arms, which enables 
smooth movement.

The w 154 pal is available with a clamp, a base or a pin.

For technical specifications, please see page 102.

Material

Joint construction

Light distribution

Integrated LED

Technical specifications

Multiple mounting options

w 154 pal  Features
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Just as with folding chairs compared to normal ones, clamp lamps do not 
have the same status as table lamps. It seems unfair, as clamp lamps are 
very useful. Maybe it is linked to their unique use and the fact that when not 
clamped, they are unable to stand on their own without losing their balance 
or falling over.

Inga Sempé was always impressed by the clever clamp lamps of her 
childhood, used in many French country houses, as you could get them 
really cheap in hardware stores. It was very simple: a clamp attaches 
to the socket of an incandescent bulb and a cone shade sliding on the bulb 
to direct the light. A masterpiece. 

So, to improve the status of clamp lamps, and to bring back happy and light 
typology, the aim for w 153 île was to allow for more uses for a basic clamp 
lamp, making it a multi-purpose lamp. There is a flat base, allowing it to stand 
on a flat surface. The lamp can also be mounted on the wall. And, last but 
obviously not least, there is a clamp to clamp the lamp wherever you need it.

Design: Inga Sempé

Product Information

w 153 île
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w 153 île is made of aluminium and steel.

The light technology is based on a highly energy-efficient, high quality  
multi-chip LED solution, which gives a warm white light that is directed  
by the shade.

A magnetic ball-joint construction enables very smooth and distinct 
adjustment of the shade.

The lamp can be wall-mounted.

The lamp can be clamped.

The lamp has a flat base, allowing it to stand on a flat surface.

For technical specifications, please see page 103.

Material

Integrated multi-chip LED

Magnetic joint construction

Wall-mounted

Clamped

Technical specifications

Free-standing

w 153 île  Features
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For a long time, lamps were an electrical experience — the light being 
evidence of the electrical current that passed through a filament. But now, 
modern lighting has become unrecognisable, no longer the subject of 
electricity, but of electronics. Printed circuit boards, micro-chips, diodes and 
interfaces are now staple ingredients, giving us greater control, conserving 
energy and providing longer lifespans. This transformation is a chance to 
establish new possibilities for the meeting point between light and electronics.

This is not a story about gadgetry (regardless of technical achievements), 
but rather an affirmation about how we live — wherever light is supplied, 
power is often also required to charge our burgeoning electronic devices. 
w 152 busby is an electronic lamp that provides intelligent universal power 
from three USB outlets, detecting charging requirements and managing 
them at their fastest rate, no matter how many variable devices are plugged 
in. It provides a total of 45 W and 9 Amps of power — enough to manage 
the latest generation of laptop computers. It can be supplied either as a 
freestanding or wall-mounted lamp, or built into a surface. The w 152 busby 
illuminates and powers the office, the workshop, the library, the living room 
and the bedside table.

Design: Sam Hecht & Kim Colin

Product Information

w 152 busby
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w 152 busby is made of aluminium.

The light technology is based on a highly energy-efficient, high quality  
LED solution, which gives a warm white light.

Features 3 USB type A sockets, each providing 3 Amps (in total 9 Amps), 
allowing 15 W of power output per socket (45 W in total). Enough power  
to charge USB-charged laptops.

Detects what power is required for any device and adjusts to ensure its 
fastest possible charge.

w 152 busby features an integrated programmable dimmer switch operated 
by a button.

Two versions are available — an ambient lamp and a directable lamp.  

The lamps can be rotated 360° for glare control and light direction.

w 152 busby is available in two versions: one that is freestanding/ 
wall-mounted and one that can be integrated into a vertical or horizontal 
surface.

Available with removable or fixed lamp stem for private or public use.

For technical specifications, please see page 104–105.

Material

3 powerful USB outlets

Integrated LED

Power management and 
device detection

Dimmable

Ambient or directable 
illumination

360° rotation

Multiple mounting options

Private or public use

Technical specifications

w 152 busby  Features
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Lamp fixtures have historically been shaped to encase different light sources, 
such as the light bulb, and to act as a reflector to direct the light. Because  
of the physical shape and size of the light source, the light fixture itself  
was of significant size. Today, thanks to new technology, the almost zero-
sized light sources do no longer limit the size and shape of the light fixture. 
Consequently, minimising has become the design norm. 

However, with pendants in particular, the light fixture has always played an 
additional role. Apart from providing light — it shapes the room. The lamp that 
hangs from the ceiling, often above a table, creates a room within the room.

In the w 151 extra large pendant, we are bringing back the room-shaping 
quality — not with one lamp, but three. Based on the most basic of geometrical 
shapes — the cone — the lamp comes in three variations: the tall and narrow, 
the archetypical and the low and wide. All three are super-sized, pushing the 
limits of manufactured spun aluminium, yet fitting through a normal doorframe.

In addition to the quality of light, the feature of this lamp is its size. Paired 
with careful control of the fine details and the paper-like matt finishes, the 
lamp is almost illusory; dream-like — when experienced in reality. 

Design: Claesson Koivisto Rune

Product Information

w 151 extra large pendant
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The w 151 extra large pendant is made of spun aluminium.

The light technology is based on a highly energy-efficient, high quality  
LED solution, which gives a warm white light.

The shade protects from glare, while the diffuser gives an evenly  
distributed light.

The w 151 extra large pendant has integrated dimmable electronics, enabling 
dimming from external dimmers and lighting control systems.

Using LEDs to direct the light directly downwards, the shade is not used  
as a reflector. This gives the opportunity to paint the inside of the shade in 
the same colour as the outside, without destroying the quality of the light.  
The result is a beautiful and, at the same time, playful effect, as a small 
amount of light lights up the coloured inside of the shade.

For technical specifications, please see page 106.

Material

Integrated LED

Glare-protecting shade 
and diffuser

Dimmable

Coloured inside

Technical specifications

w 151 extra large pendant  Features
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A light fixture made by a system of parts. The height of the light can be easily 
changed by adding and rearranging the components. By attaching the wire 
unit to the shade, it becomes a pendant lamp. Adding a longer post to the 
lamp makes it a floor lamp. The shade is available in three different shapes: 
a cone, a sphere and a cylinder. 

A selection of accessories — a table, a bowl and a bird-cage — made of the 
lamp’s standard components, are also available. 

Design: Nendo

Product Information

w 132 nendo
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w 132 nendo is made of steel.

The central part of the lamp system is the shade unit that has one upper 
connection point and one lower. 

On the pendant version, the wire is attached to the upper connection point 
with a choice of three types of shades: a cone, a cylinder and a sphere.

The table stand is connected at the lower connection point, to become a 
table lamp, while adding an additional pole turns the lamp into a floor lamp.

The glare-protecting shade and diffuser give the lamp a smooth and  
pleasant light.

The easily managed screw gives the option of raising or lowering the table 
and floor lamp.

For technical specifications, please see page 107–111.

Material

Upper connection point

System

Lower connection point

Glare-protecting shade 
and diffuser

Adjustable hight

Technical specifications

w 132 nendo  Features
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While Wästberg is a forward-thinking manufacturer of high-tech lighting,  
a pendant lamp is a very old concept. Therefore, developing a new pendant 
lamp that is relevant means bridging the past with the present. Firstly, 
w 131 bell is a surprisingly small lamp. However, it still lights up well and is 
extremely versatile when it comes to usage. Secondly, die casted aluminium 
is both beautiful and adds weight and a solid materiality to the shade, quite 
seldom found in small pendant lamps. 

We see the w 131 bell as a great tool, as it works very well both at home and 
in public spaces. Both as a single pendant or in multiples, forming a cluster. 
In addition, it is available in 10 different standard colours.

Design: Claesson Koivisto Rune

Product Information

w 131 bell
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w 131 bell is made of die casted aluminium.

The light is dimmable on an external dimmer.

The pendant can be suspended as a single lamp or in a cluster of  
multiple lamps.

For technical specifications, please see page 112.

Material

Dimmable

Single or cluster  
suspension

w 131 bell  Features

Technical specifications
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The w 127 winkel is the result of a progressive collaboration between 
Wästberg, the Berlin-based designer Dirk Winkel and the Gemany-based 
chemical company BASF. Working with features such as solid and by large 
extent biologically sourced plastic, highly qualitative and efficient LEDs and 
micro springs, we spent more than three years developing what we consider  
to be the most refined task light ever seen.

The w 127 winkel challenges the perception of a material that is known to 
people as just plastic, going further than the norm, not only in terms of 
function and looks, but also in terms of the feel and tactility of the material. 
The aim was a significant impression of substance, of materiality — the design 
celebrates the actual material as it is, straightforward, solid and honest, with 
a concept of hiding nothing, but showing its innermost values to the outside. 
No second skin, no paint coat; the true, bold material in its pure form. 

A new high performance material is used that offers the possibility of doing 
large, solid cross-sections, giving us the desired tactility and technical 
characteristics. It is based on over 60% biologically sourced and recyclable 
material from the castor plant. This represents a step ahead by setting the 
course for producing independently of mineral oil based plastics. 

Last but not the least, from a lighting point of view, we have developed a 
state of the art lighting technique to achieve the best possible combination 
of light distribution, light quality and efficiency. You will notice it once you 
turn the light on.

Design: Dirk Winkel

Product Information

w 127 winkel
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Technical specifications

w 127 winkel  Features

w 127 winkel is manufactured of solid fiberglass reinforced bio-polyamide, 
based on over 60% renewable material derived from ricinus oil. Like any kind 
of thermoplastic, it is recyclable.

A sturdy arm and joint construction that lends to the lamp a reliable and 
pleasant mechanical and tactile quality, all the way from shade to table mount.

The on/off/dimming button is placed ergonomically on the topside of the 
shade and offers haptic feedback during operation.

The light technology is based on a highly energy-efficient COB (chip on 
board) LED solution. This consists of a cluster of diodes, instead of several 
separate diodes. 

The shade is adjustable for universal direction of the light. There is a  
glare-protection system to minimise both direct and indirect glare.

w 127 winkel is equipped with a seamless dimmer.

A built-in timer automatically turns the lamp off after nine hours.

The unique combination of materials and heat engineering inside the lamp 
shade makes sure that both external and internal temperatures are kept low, 
for safe handling and a long life.

The high frequency electronics (20,000 Hz) provides a flicker-free light.

By using COB LED, the light can be controlled in a better way, so called  
multi-shadows are avoided and, combined with a reflector and a diffuser,  
a very even light pattern is achieved over a large surface.

Available with a clamp, a base (see image on opposite page), a bracket 
or a pin. In addition, the w 127 winkel is available with a range of adaptors 
that can be integrated into table systems from a range of various furniture 
manufactureres. See varieties of adaptors on Wästberg’s website 
collection/w 127 winkel/specification.

For technical specifications, please see page 113–115.

Bio-polyamide

Integrated COB LED

Light distribution

Heat Management

Construction

Multiple mounting options

Flicker-free light

Anti-glare system

Dimmable

Micro Switch Button

Timer function 
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Historic industrial design icons, such as Starship Enterprise or Citroën’s 
steering wheel, were inspirational when designing the w 126 uplighter. 
Admittedly, two quite technical examples, but this is a lamp that demanded 
both highly advanced engineering and a bit of iconicity.

Two powerful and separate LED light sources, one up and one down, with 
separate dimming, allows you to set the light to any desired ambience.  
No need for a manual. Two simple touch buttons makes operating intuitive.

This lamp does not fly through outer space, nor does it roam the highway, 
but it stands in an architectural context. Significant in expression, yes.  
But reduced in form and shape to feel at home in your room, whether in  
an office, hotel or at home.

Design: Claesson Koivisto Rune

Product Information

w 126 claesson koivisto rune
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The shade, dimmer housing and base are made of die-cast aluminium.  
The tubes are made of extruded aluminium.

The powerful, 9.000 Lumen lighting technique is based on 250 highly 
energy-efficient, high quality LEDs, which give a warm white light.

The light is individually dimmable upwards and downwards with two separate 
dimmer buttons.

A superior light diffuser material with low light absorption gives an even, 
glare-free and efficient light.

The lamp gives an indirect light by being lit upwards.

The lamp gives a direct light by being lit downwards.

The w 126 claesson koivisto rune is available with a base or a pin.

w 126 claesson koivisto rune features a clever system of micro-connectors, 
which allow the lamp to be easily assembled from flat pack.

For technical specifications, please see page 116.

Material

Dimmable

Powerful integrated LED

Diffuser

Indirect light

Direct light

Multiple mounting options

Flat pack

Technical specifications

w 126 claesson koivisto rune  Features
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The w 124 lindvall family of lights derives from experimenting with the influence 
that different materials have on the emotional qualities of the light they reflect. 
For example copper brings beautiful, deep warmth to the light.

With these classic materials as a starting point, creating an archetypical 
lamp, inspired by its predecessors — the oil lamp, the kerosene lamp or even 
candle sticks — came naturally.  A light fixture, designed to direct the light 
downwards, but also to help create an ambiance in a room. 

During the process, a mechanical feature emerged — a way to join the lamp 
shade together — that made the lamp stand out, if ever so slightly, from  
the crowd. 

Design: Jonas Lindvall

Product Information

w 124 lindvall
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w 124 lindvall is available in three different materials: solid copper, brass  
or steel. The lamps are hand brushed and mat lacquered. The table lamp has 
a milled solid copper base.

All w 124 lindvall are handmade.

The glare-protecting shade and diffuser give the lamp a smooth and 
pleasant light. Both the copper and the brass shade add a glow to the light 
characteristic to the respective materials.

The lamp gives an indirect light through the open upper part of the shade, 
covered by a diffuser.

The lamp gives a direct light through the open bottom part of the shade 
covered by a diffuser.

For technical specifications, please see page 117–118.

Material

Handmade

A pleasant light

Indirect light

Direct light

Technical specifications

w 124 lindvall  Features
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LEDs have a very long lifespan. That should also be the case with the actual 
fixture, in which they are installed. This elementary lamp is meant to be as 
simple and solid as a nail or a push pin. As with traditional tool machine 
lighting, the mechanics are sturdy and long-lasting. The lamp combines 
solidity and lightness: a thin beam joins the two opposite pieces of the lamp, 
a heavy foot and a delicate shade.

A w 103 sempé pendant lamp can be a single hanging shade or a combination 
of shades. Two elements of the w 103 table lamp are reused in the suspended 
lamps; the shade that is identical, and the cleat that is placed on the top 
of the shade to become a connection point for various shade constellations.  
It can be used to attach multiple shades to a long rail for linear constellation, 
or to smaller rails that can be joined together like Meccano to create polygons. 
The rail structure is solid, yet visually light and the lines are softened by the 
round shapes of the shades. 

The pendant lamp shades exists in different colour tones — bright, soft,  
clear, dark — and can be arranged in any colour combination, using the seven 
standard colours.

Design: Inga Sempé

Product Information

w 103 sempé
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The w 103 sempé lamps are manufactured from aluminium and steel.  
The base of the table lamp is made of cast iron.

The light technology is based on an energy-efficient, high quality, 
LED solution, which gives a warm white light.

The shade acts both as glare-protection and as a reflector. The light is projected 
into the shade, giving a smoothly and pleasant indirect light.

The fixture can be mounted in three different positions/ angles on the base, 
as well available on the clamp version.

The shade can be adjusted 166° (+/— 83°) around its horizontal axis.

The shade protects from glare while the diffuser gives an evenly  
distributed light.

The w 103 sempé pendant has integrated dimmable electronics, enabling 
dimming from external dimmers and lighting control systems.

Using LEDs to project the light directly downwards, the shade is not used as  
a reflector. This gives the option of painting the inside of the shade in the same 
colour as the outside, without destroying the quality of the light outside.  
The result is a beautiful and at the same time, playful effect as a small amount 
of light lights up the coloured inside of the shade.

Any number of pendant lamp shades and any combination of the seven single 
shade colours can be mounted onto a black or white straight rail. Two or 
three black or white shades on a black or white rail are available as standard 
articles. Various colour combinations and amounts of shades are available, 
made to offer.

A combination of pendant lamp shades in the colours sulfur yellow, beige red, 
coral red, reed green, silver grey and deep black, mounted on a hexagonal-
shaped black rail is available as a standard article. Any combination of the 
seven single shade colours mounted on a black or white hexagonal rail are 
also available, made to order.

For technical specifications, please see page 119—120.

Material

Integrated LED with optical 
lens (table, pendant)

Indirect light (table)

Multiple mounting  
options (table)

Adjustable shade (table)

Glare-protecting shade 
and diffuser (pendant)

Dimmable (pendant)

Coloured inside (pendant)

Rail mounting (pendant)

Hexagonal rail (pendant)

Technical specifications

w 103 sempé  Features



85.

This lamp references an archetypal personal desk lamp for home or office 
use, and seeks to offer a fresh interpretation of the familiar on a domestic 
scale. The lamp is predominantly made from brass — a material commonly 
associated with lights, though not so widely used today. The intention was 
to create a simple form with a clear distinction between a base, a single 
arm and a lamp head. The lamp has no visible joints and minimal directional 
movement, without compromising its function.

In 2019, the w 102 chipperfield lamp has been extended into a family with 
a wall version, a floor version and an integrated version. Furthermore, a new 
material is introduced; black steel. The blackening process gives the steel  
a wonderful satiny, grey-black finish.

The lighting solution is being updated with a new energy efficient COB 
LED with close to doubled light output compared to the previous version 
(660 Lumen, 105 Lumen/W), warm white light (2700 Kelvin), a maintained 
excellent colour reproduction (CRI > 90) and uniformity of colour  
(3 SDCM). A high-frequency driver provides flicker-free light that is 
dimmable with maintained flicker-freeness.

Design: David Chipperfield

Product Information

w 102 chipperfield





89.

w 102 chipperfield is made of solid brass with a clear matt lacquer or black 
oxidized steel. 

The light technology is based on an energy-efficient, COB LED solution, 
which gives a warm white light.

The driver provides a flicker-free light.

The base construction enables smooth rotation between the upper and 
lower base parts.

The shade can be adjusted 140° (+/– 70°) around its horizontal axis.

All versions are fully dimmable.

Table, integrated, wall or floor.

For technical specifications, please see page 121–122.

Material

Integrated LED

Flicker-free

Smooth rotation (base 
version)

Adjustable shade

Dimmable

Multiple mounting options

Technical specifications

w 102 chipperfield  Features



91.

Materials have hidden messages. These create a powerful link to our emotional 
psyches and shape our connection to daily life.

The w 084 studioilse lamp is a sturdy friend, unpretentious and always there 
for us. We chose honest materials that carry clear messages: iron because 
of its feelings of stability, reliability, trust; wood because of its warmth and life, 
and mineral plastic because of its intimate glow, as well as its tactility.

Then we combined the three, trying to achieve a certain oddness. There is an 
innate awkwardness in the directional light that we wanted to amplify — rather 
as with people, this is a sympathetic quality, not a sin.

Design: Ilse Crawford

Product Information

w 084 studioilse



93.w 084 studioilse  Features

The base is made of sand casted iron that is treated with vegetable oil  
and then burnt. The arms are made of beach, the joints of die casted 
aluminum and the shade is made of injection moulded chalk/glass/PBT.

The light is dimmable at the turn of a dimmer button. 

The white shade gives a slightly transparent glow.

The friction joints are used to adjust the arm to the preferred fixed position.

The shade can be adjusted both vertically and horizontally.

A rotation mechanism in the iron base allows rotation of the lamp.

Material

Dimmable

Slightly transparent shade

Friction joints

Adjustable shade  

Rotation mechanism



95.94.

Product name w 182 pastille b2 w 182 pastille p2 w 182 pastille c1

Dimensions (mm)

Model Table lamp – long arm Table lamp – long arm Table lamp – short arm

Mounting Base Pin – integrated Clamp

Material Solid fiberglass reinforced biopolyamide Solid fiberglass reinforced biopolyamide Solid fiberglass reinforced biopolyamide

Cord length 200 cm 200 cm 200 cm

Light source LED COB LED COB LED COB

Watt 6.3 W 6.3 W 6.3 W

Lumen 661.5 661.5 661.5

Lumen/W 105 105 105

Colour temperature 2 700 K 2 700 K 2 700 K

CRI 90 90 90

Light source life  
expectancy

50 000 h 50 000 h 50 000 h

Light control Dimmable Dimmable Dimmable

Energy class A+ A+ A+

Colour Art. no. Colour Art. no. Colour Art. no.

Oxide red 182B20250 Oxide red 182P23009 Oxide red 182C13009

Olive green 182B29011 Olive green 182P26003 Olive green 182C16003

Soft white 182B26003 Soft white 182P20250 Soft white 182C10250

Graphite black 182B23009 Graphite black 182P29011 Graphite black 182C19011

405

264

445

170 170170

201 196196

35

110
73

w 182 pastille  Specifications

Product name w 182 pastille c2 w 182 pastille f1 w 182 pastille f2

Dimensions (mm)

Model Table lamp – long arm Floor lamp – short arm Floor lamp – long arm

Mounting Clamp Free-standing Free-standing

Material Solid fiberglass reinforced biopolyamide Solid fiberglass reinforced biopolyamide, steel Solid fiberglass reinforced biopolyamide, steel

Cord length 200 cm 300 cm 300 cm

Light source LED COB LED COB LED COB

Watt 6.3 W 6.3 W 6.3 W

Lumen 661.5 661.5 661.5

Lumen/W 105 105 105

Colour temperature 2 700 K 2 700 K 2 700 K

CRI 90 90 90

Light source life  
expectancy

50 000 h 50 000 h 50 000 h

Light control Dimmable Dimmable Dimmable

Energy class A+ A+ A+

Colour Art. no. Colour Art. no. Colour Art. no.

Oxide red 182C23009 Oxide red 182F13009 Oxide red 182F23009

Olive green 182C26003 Olive green 182F16003 Olive green 182F26003

Soft white 182C20250 Soft white 182F10250 Soft white 182F20250

Graphite black 182C29011 Graphite black 182F19011 Graphite black 182F29011

481
884

1101

170
170 170

192 240 240

110

41 41

w 182 pastille  Specifications



97.96.

Product name w 182 pastille br1 w 182 pastille br2

Dimensions (mm)

Model Wall lamp – short arm Wall lamp – long arm

Mounting Wall/rail bracket Wall/rail bracket

Material Solid fiberglass reinforced biopolyamide Solid fiberglass reinforced biopolyamide

Cord length 200 cm 200 cm

Light source LED COB LED COB

Watt 6.3 W 6.3 W

Lumen 661.5 661.5

Lumen/W 105 105

Colour temperature 2 700 K 2 700 K

CRI 90 90

Light source life  
expectancy

50 000 h 50 000 h

Light control Dimmable Dimmable

Energy class A+ A+

Colour Art. no. Colour Art. no.

Oxide red 182BR13009 Oxide red 182BR23009

Olive green 182BR16003 Olive green 182BR26003

Soft white 182BR10250 Soft white 182BR20250

Graphite black 182BR19011 Graphite black 182BR29011

209

427

170 170

55 55

279 279

w 182 pastille  Specifications w 171 alma  Specifications

Product name w171 alma s w171 alma c/w w171 alma w

Dimensions (mm)

Model Pendant lamp Ceiling lamp/Wall lamp Wall lamp

Mounting Ceiling rose included Mounting plate included Mounting plate included

Material Aluminium Aluminium Aluminium

Cord length 300 cm N/A 300 cm

Light source 1 x E27 socket — light source included (not for US) 1 x E27 socket — light source included (not for US) 1 x E27 socket — light source included (not for US)

Watt Max 40 W Max 40 W Max 40 W

Lumen N/A N/A N/A

Lumen/W N/A N/A N/A

Colour temperature N/A N/A N/A

CRI N/A N/A N/A

Light source life  
expectancy

N/A N/A N/A

Light control Dimmable Dimmable Dimmable

Energy class N/A N/A N/A

IP-classification 20 20 20

Packaging dimensions L80 x W78 x H15 cm (0.09 m3) L80 x W78 x H15 cm (0.09 m3) L80 x W78 x H15 cm (0.09 m3)

Packaging weight 4 kg 4.5 kg 4.5 kg

Colour Art. no. /
EAN code

Price ex. 
VAT

Colour Art. no. /
EAN code

Price ex. 
VAT

Colour Art. no. /
EAN code

Price ex. 
VAT

Signal white 171S19003 /
7330492007953

314 EUR Signal white 171C/W19003 /
7330492007939

348 EUR Signal white 171W19003 /
7330492007977

360 EUR

Grey white 171S19002 /
7330492007946

314 EUR Grey white 171C/W19002 /
7330492007922

348 EUR Grey white 171W19002 /
7330492007960

360 EUR

690

23

690

23

690

23

80

80

100

100



99.98.w 164 alto  Specifications w 163 lampyre  Specifications

Product name w164 alto

Dimensions (mm)

Model Floor lamp

Mounting Free-standing

Material Aluminium and steel

Cord length 300 cm

Light source Integrated LED — included

Watt 55

Lumen 7000

Lumen/W 127

Colour temperature 2700–2850 K by dynamic dimming

CRI 90

Light source life  
expectancy

50.000 h

Light control Dynamic dimming 

Energy class A+

IP-classification 20

Packaging dimensions L195 x W22 x H27 cm (0.03 m3)

Packaging weight 23 kg

Colour EAN code Art. no.

White 7330492007588 164F102

Grey 7330492007595 164F104

Black 7330492007601 164F105

185

360

1920

255

Product name w163 lampyre t1 w163 lampyre t2

Dimensions (mm)

Model Table lamp — small Table lamp — large

Mounting Base Base

Material Opaline glass Opaline glass

Cord length 250 cm 250 cm

Light source 1 x E14 socket — light source not included 1 x E27 socket — light source not included

Watt Max 40 W Max 40 W

Lumen N/A N/A

Colour temperature N/A N/A

CRI N/A N/A

Light source life  
expectancy

N/A N/A

Light control Dimmable Dimmable

Energy class N/A N/A

IP-classification 20 20

Packaging dimensions L44 x W38 x H16 cm (0.03 m3) L63 x W58 x H24 cm (0.09 m3)

Packaging weight 2.5 kg 4.5 kg

Colour EAN code Art. no. Colour EAN code Art. no.

White opaline 7330492007564 163T100 White opaline 7330492007571 163T200

238 380

310
498

93 150



101.100.w 162 dalston  Specifications w 162 dalston  Specifications

Product name w162 dalston s1 w162 dalston s1 w162 dalston s1

Dimensions (mm)

Model Pendant lamp — small shade Pendant lamp — small shade Pendant lamp — small shade

LED unit Black Silver Gold

Mounting Ceiling rose — included Ceiling rose — included Ceiling rose — included

Material Steel, aluminium Steel, aluminium Steel, aluminium

Cord length 300 cm, textile cable 300 cm, textile cable 300 cm, textile cable

Light source Integrated LED — included Integrated LED — included Integrated LED — included

Watt 9 W 9 W 9 W

Lumen 1100 1100 1100

Lumen/W 120 120 120

Colour temperature 2700 K 2700 K 2700 K

CRI > 80 > 80 > 80

Light source life  
expectancy

50.000 h 50.000 h 50.000 h

Light control Dimmable Dimmable Dimmable

Energy class A+ A+ A+ 

IP-classification 20 20 20

Packaging dimensions L52 x W40 x H18 cm (0.04 m3) L52 x W40 x H18 cm (0.04 m3) L52 x W40 x H18 cm (0.04 m3)

Packaging weight 2.5 kg 2.5 kg 2.5 kg

Colour EAN code Art. no. Colour EAN code Art. no. Colour EAN code Art. no.

Signal white 
shade
Black LED-unit

7330492007083 162S119003 Signal white 
shade
Silver LED-unit

7330492007090 162S129003 Signal white 
shade
Gold LED-unit

7330492007106 162S139003

Graphite black 
shade
Black LED-unit

7330492007113 162S119011 Graphite black 
shade
Silver LED-unit

7330492007120 162S129011 Graphite black 
shade
Gold LED-unit

7330492007137 162S139011

Silk grey shade
Black LED-unit

7330492007144 162S117044 Silk grey shade
Silver LED-unit

7330492007151 162S127044 Silk grey shade
Gold LED-unit

7330492007168 162S137044 

Red orange 
shade
Black LED-unit

7330492007175 162S112001 Red orange 
shade
Silver LED-unit

7330492007182 162S122001 Red orange 
shade
Gold LED-unit

7330492007199 162S132001

Nut brown 
shade
Black LED-unit

7330492007205 162S118011 Nut brown 
shade
Silver LED-unit

7330492007212 162S128011 Nut brown 
shade
Gold LED-unit

7330492007229 162S138011

Olive yellow 
shade
Black LED-unit

7330492007236 162S111020 Olive yellow 
shade
Silver LED-unit

7330492007243 162S121020 Olive yellow 
shade
Gold LED-unit

7330492007250 162S131020  

Moss green 
shade
Black LED-unit

7330492007267 162S116005 Moss green 
shade
Silver LED-unit

7330492007274 162S126005 Moss green 
shade
Gold LED-unit

7330492007281 162S136005

Steel blue 
shade 
Black LED-unit

7330492007816 162S115011 Steel blue
shade 
Silver LED-unit

7330492007823 162S125011 Steel blue 
shade 
Gold LED-unit

7330492007830 162S135011

300 300 300

150 150 150

Product name w162 dalston s2 w162 dalston s2 w162 dalston s2 

Dimensions (mm)

Model Pendant lamp — large shade Pendant lamp — large shade Pendant lamp — large shade

LED unit Black Silver Gold

Mounting Ceiling rose included Ceiling rose included Ceiling rose included

Material Steel, Aluminium Steel, Aluminium Steel, Aluminium

Cord length 300 cm, textile cable 300 cm, textile cable 300 cm, textile cable

Light source Integrated LED — included Integrated LED — included Integrated LED — included

Watt 9 W 9 W 9 W

Lumen 1100 1100 1100

Lumen/W 120 120 120

Colour temperature 2700 K 2700 K 2700 K

CRI > 80 > 80 > 80

Light source life  
expectancy

50.000 h 50.000 h 50.000 h

Light control Dimmable Dimmable Dimmable

Energy class A+ A+ A+

IP-classification 20 20 20

Packaging dimensions L52 x W40 x H18 cm (0.04 m3) L52 x W40 x H18 cm (0.04 m3) L52 x W40 x H18 cm (0.04 m3)

Packaging weight 2.5 kg 2.5 kg 2.5 kg

Colour EAN code Art. no. Colour EAN code Art. no. Colour EAN code Art. no.

Signal white 
shade
Black LED-unit

7330492007298 162S219003 Signal white 
shade
Silver LED-unit

7330492007304 162S229003 Signal white 
shade
Gold LED-unit

7330492007311 162S239003

Graphite black 
shade
Black LED-unit

7330492007328 162S219011 Graphite black 
shade
Silver LED-unit

7330492007335 162S229011 Graphite black 
shade
Gold LED-unit

7330492007342 162S239011

Silk grey shade
Black LED-unit

7330492007359 162S217044 Silk grey 
shade
Silver LED-unit

7330492007366 162S227044 Silk grey 
shade
Gold LED-unit

7330492007373 162S237044

Red orange 
shade
Black LED-unit

7330492007380 162S212001 Red orange 
shade
Silver LED-unit

7330492007397 162S222001 Red orange 
shade
Gold LED-unit

7330492007403 162S232001

Nut brown 
shade
Black LED-unit

7330492007410 162S218011 Nut brown 
shade
Silver LED-unit

7330492007427 162S228011 Nut brown 
shade
Gold LED-unit

7330492007434 162S238011

Olive yellow 
shade
Black LED-unit

7330492007441 162S211020 Olive yellow 
shade
Silver LED-unit

7330492007458 162S221020 Olive yellow 
shade
Gold LED-unit

7330492007465 162S231020

Moss green 
shade
Black LED-unit

7330492007472 162S216005 Moss green 
shade
Silver LED-unit

7330492007489 162S226005 Moss green 
shade
Gold LED-unit

7330492007496 162S236005

Steel blue 
shade 
Black LED-unit

7330492007847 162S215011 Steel blue 
shade 
Silver LED-unit

7330492007854 162S225011 Steel blue 
shade 
Gold LED-unit

7330492007861 162S235011

370370 370

200200 200



103.102.w 154 pal  Specifications w 153 île  Specifications

Product name w154 pal b w154 pal c w154 pal p

Dimensions (mm)

Model Table lamp Table lamp Table lamp

Mounting Base Clamp Pin — integrated (cut-out Ø 8 mm)

Material Aluminium Aluminium Aluminium

Cord length 215 cm 215 cm 215 cm

Light source Integrated LED — included Integrated LED — included Integrated LED — included

Watt 8 W 8 W 8 W

Lumen/W 112 112 112

Lumen 900 900 900

Color temperature 3000 K 3000 K 3000 K

CRI > 90 > 90 > 90

Light source life  
expectancy

50.000 h 50.000 h 50.000 h

Light control 2-step switch 2-step switch 2-step switch

Energy class A+ A+ A+

IP-classification 20 20 20

Packaging dimensions L79.5 x W34 x H6.5 cm (0.02 m3) L79.5 x W34 x H6.5 cm (0.02 m3) L79.5 x W34 x H6.5 cm (0.02 m3)

Packaging weight 3.4 kg 1.4 kg 1.4 kg

Colour EAN code Art. no. Colour EAN code Art. no. Colour EAN code Art. no.

Black 7330492006437 154B205.2 Black 7330492006451 154C205.2 Black 7330492006475 154P205.2

White 7330492006444 154B202.2 White 7330492006468 154C202.2 White 7330492006482 154P202.2

83

5253 max.

63

462

360

83

63

462

40

360

18083

360

63
9

462

Product name w153 ïle

Dimensions (mm)

Model Multipurpose lamp

Mounting Base, clamp and wall-mounted

Material Aluminium

Cord length 200 cm

Light source Integrated LED — included

Watt 6 W

Lumen 530

Lumen/W 106

Colour temperature 2700 K

CRI > 90

Light source life  
expectancy

50.000 h

Light control On/off

Energy class A+

Packaging dimensions L21 x W21 x H11 cm (0.005 m3)

Packaging weight 0.8 kg

Colour EAN code Art. no.

Poppy red 7330492006062 153M10580 

Sky blue 7330492006079 153M10515

Light yellow 7330492006086 153M11020

Grey brown 7330492006093 153M15010

Petrol 7330492006109 153M16530 

Traffic white 7330492007991 153M19016

Jet black 7330492007984 153M19005

200

190



105.104.w 152 busby  Specifications w 152 busby  Specifications

Product name w152 busby b1 w152 busby i1 w152 busby b2

Dimensions (mm)

Model Ambient lamp Ambient lamp Directable lamp

USB sockets 3 x 3 amps (9 amps), 3 x 15 W (45 W) 3 x 3 amps (9 amps), 3 x 15 W (45 W) 3 x 3 amps (9 amps), 3 x 15 W (45 W)

Mounting Base, free-standing and wall-mounted Integrated (cut-out 160 x 67 mm) Base, free-standing and wall-mounted

Material Aluminium Aluminium Aluminium

Cord length 160 cm 160 cm 160 cm

Light source Integrated LED — included Integrated LED — included Integrated LED — included

Watt 6 W 6 W 6 W

Lumen 550 550 550

Lumen/W 92 92 92

Colour temperature 2700 K 2700 K 2700 K

CRI > 90 > 90 > 90

Light source life  
expectancy

50.000 h 50.000 h 50.000 h

Light control Dimmable Dimmable Dimmable

Energy class A+ A+ A+

Packaging dimensions L27 x W23.5 x H9 cm (0.01 m3) L27 x W23.5 x H9 cm (0.01 m3) L27 x W23.5 x H9 cm (0.01 m3)

Packaging weight 1 kg 1 kg 1.2 kg

Colour EAN code Art. no. Colour EAN code Art. no. Colour EAN code Art. no.

Black 7330492005621 152B105 Black 7330492005645 152I105 Black 7330492005669 152B205

Silver 7330492005638 152B104 Silver 7330492005652 152I104 Silver 7330492005676 152B204

65 75 116 65

230 200
230

158 168

31

158

31

Product name w152 Busby i2

Dimensions (mm)

Model Directable lamp

USB sockets 3 x 3 amps (9 amps), 3 x 15 W (45 W)

Mounting Integrated (cut-out 160 x 67 mm)

Material Aluminium

Cord length 160 cm

Light source Integrated LED — included

Watt 6 W

Lumen 550

Lumen/W 92

Colour temperature 2700 K

CRI > 90

Light source life  
expectancy

50.000 h

Light control Dimmable

Energy class A+

Packaging dimensions L27 x W23.5 x H9 cm (0.01 m3)

Packaging weight 1.2 kg

Colour EAN code Art. no.

Black 7330492005683 152I205

Silver 7330492005690 152I204

116

200

168

75



107.106.w 151 extra large pendant  Specifications w 132 nendo  Specifications

Product name w151 extra large pendant s1 w151 extra large pendant s2 w151 extra large pendant s3

Dimensions (mm)

Model Pendant lamp Pendant lamp Pendant lamp

Mounting Steel wire reinforced cable included Steel wire reinforced cable included Steel wire reinforced cable included

Material Aluminium Aluminium Aluminium

Cord length 450 cm (cable and wire) 480 cm (cable and wire) 500 cm (cable and wire)

Light source Integrated LED — included Integrated LED — included Integrated LED — included

Watt 23 W 23 W 23 W

Lumen 2800 2800 2800

Colour temperature 3000 K 3000 K 3000 K

CRI > 80 > 80 > 80

Light source life  
expectancy

50.000 h 50.000 h 50.000 h

Light control Dim/DALI Dim/DALI Dim/DALI

Energy class A+ A+ A+

Packaging dimensions L55 x W55 x H134 cm (0.4 m3) L89 x W89 x H93 cm (0.74 m3) L142 x W142 x H54 cm (1.09 m3)

Packaging weight 5 kg 6 kg 18 kg

Colour EAN code Art. no. Colour EAN code Art. no. Colour EAN code Art. no.

Jet black 7330492005430 151S19005 Jet black 7330492005461 151S29005 Jet black 7330492005492 151S39005

Traffic white 7330492005447 151S19016 Traffic white 7330492005478 151S29016 Traffic white 7330492005508 151S39016

Red orange 7330492005454 151S12001 Carmine red 7330492005485 151S23002 Purple red 7330492005515 151S33004

1270

860

450

450 780 1300

Product name w132 nendo t1 w132 nendo t2 w132 nendo t3

Dimensions (mm)

Model Table lamp — cone Table lamp — cylinder Table lamp — sphere

Mounting Base Base Base 

Material Steel Steel Steel

Cord length 330 cm 330 cm 330 cm

Light source 2 x E14 socket — light source not included 2 x E14 socket — light source not included 2 x E14 socket — light source not included

Watt Max 40 W Max 40 W Max 40 W

Lumen N/A N/A N/A

Colour temperature N/A N/A N/A

CRI N/A N/A N/A

Light source life  
expectancy

N/A N/A N/A

Light control On/off On/off On/off

Energy class N/A N/A N/A 

Packaging dimensions L34 x W30 x H26 cm (0.026 m3) L34 x W30 x H26 cm (0.026 m3) L34 x W30 x H26 cm (0.026 m3)

Packaging weight 5 kg 5 kg 5 kg

Colour EAN code Art. no. Colour EAN code Art. no. Colour EAN code Art. no.

White 7330492006512 132T102 White 7330492006543 132T202 White 7330492006574 132T302

Blue 7330492006529 132T104 Blue 7330492006550 132T204 Blue 7330492006581 132T304

Black 7330492006536 132T105 Black 7330492006567 132T205 Black 7330492006598 132T305

527 527 527

285 285 285



109.108.w 132 nendo  Specifications w 132 nendo  Specifications

Product name w132 nendo f1 w132 nendo f2 w132 nendo f3

Dimensions (mm)

Model Floor Lamp — cone Floor lamp — cylinder Floor lamp — sphere

Mounting Free-standing Free-standing Free-standing

Material Steel Steel Steel

Cord length 330 cm 330 cm 330 cm

Light source 2 x E14 socket — light source not included 2 x E14 socket — light source not included 2 x E14 socket — light source not included

Watt Max 40 W Max 40 W Max 40 W

Lumen N/A N/A N/A

Colour temperature N/A N/A N/A

CRI N/A N/A N/A

Light source life  
expectancy

N/A N/A N/A

Light control On/off On/off On/off

Energy class N/A N/A N/A 

IP-classification 20 20 20

Packaging dimensions Box 1: L34 x W30 x H26 cm (0.026 m3) 
Box 2: L83 x W5 x H5 cm (0.002 m3)

Box 1: L34 x W30 x H26 cm (0.026 m3) 
Box 2: L83 x W5 x H5 cm (0.002 m3)

Box 1: L34 x W30 x H26 cm (0.026 m3) 
Box 2: L83 x W5 x H5 cm (0.002 m3)

Packaging weight Box 1: 5 kg — Box 2: 0.5 kg Box 1: 5 kg — Box 2: 0.5 kg Box 1: 5 kg — Box 2: 0.5 kg

Colour EAN code Art. no. Colour EAN code Art. no. Colour EAN code Art. no.

White 7330492006604 132F102 White 7330492006635 132F202 White 7330492006666 132F302

Blue 7330492006611 132F104 Blue 7330492006642 132F204 Blue 7330492006673 132F304

Black 7330492006628 132F105 Black 7330492006659 132F205 Black 7330492006680 132F305

1292 1292 1292

285 285 285

Product name w132 nendo s1 w132 nendo s2 w132 nendo s3

Dimensions (mm)

Model Pendant lamp — cone Pendant lamp — cylinder Pendant lamp — sphere

Mounting Steel ceiling attachments with wire gliders — included Steel ceiling attachments with wire gliders — included Steel ceiling attachments with wire gliders — included 

Material Steel Steel Steel

Cord length 280 cm (cable and wire) 280 cm (cable and wire) 280 cm (cable and wire)

Light source 2 x E14 socket — light source not included 2 x E14 socket — light source not included 2 x E14 socket — light source not included

Watt Max 40 W Max 40 W Max 40 W

Lumen N/H N/A N/A

Colour temperature N/A N/A N/A

CRI N/A N/A N/A

Light source life  
expectancy

N/A N/A N/A

Light control Dimmable Dimmable Dimmable

Energy class N/A N/A N/A 

IP-classifications 20 20 20

Packaging dimensions L34 x W30 x H26 cm (0.026 m3) L34 x W30 x H26 cm (0.026 m3) L34 x W30 x H26 cm (0.026 m3)

Packaging weight 2.5 kg 2.5 kg 2.5 kg

Colour EAN code Art. no. Colour EAN code Art. no. Colour EAN code Art. no.

White 7330492006697 132S102 White 7330492006727 132S202 White 7330492006758 132S302

Blue 7330492006703 132S104 Blue 7330492006734 132S204 Blue 7330492006765 132S304

Black 7330492006710 132S105 Black 7330492006741 132S205 Black 7330492006772 132S305

254 254 254

285 285 285



111.110.w 132 nendo  Specifications w 132 nendo  Specifications

Product name w132 nendo a1 w132 nendo a2 w132 nendo a3

Dimensions (mm)

Model Bowl — cone Bowl — cylinder Bowl — sphere

Mounting Free-standing Free-standing Free-standing

Material Steel Steel Steel

Cord length N/A N/A N/A

Light source N/A N/A N/A

Watt N/A N/A N/A

Lumen N/A N/A N/A

Colour temperature N/A N/A N/A

CRI N/A N/A N/A

Light source life  
expectancy

N/A N/A N/A

Light control N/A N/A N/A

Energy class N/A N/A N/A

Packaging dimensions L34 x W30 x H26 cm (0.027 m3) L34 x W30 x H26 cm (0.027 m3) L34 x W30 x H26 cm (0.027 m3)

Packaging weight 4.6 kg 5.2 kg 4.8 kg

Colour EAN code Art. no. Colour EAN code Art. no. Colour EAN code Art. no.

White 7330492006789 132A102 White 7330492006826 132A202 White 7330492006864 132A302

Blue 7330492006796 132A104 Blue 7330492006833 132A204 Blue 7330492006871 132A304

Black 7330492006802 132A105 Black 7330492006840 1322205 Black 7330492006888 132A305

Pink 7330492006819 132A107 Pink 7330492006857 132A207 Pink 7330492006895 132A307

512 512 512

285 285 285

Product name w132 nendo a4 w132 nendo a5

Dimensions (mm)

Model Table Birdcage

Mounting Free-standing Free-standing

Material Steel Steel

Cord length N/A N/A

Light source N/A N/A

Watt N/A N/A

Lumen N/A N/A

Colour temperature N/A N/A

CRI N/A N/A

Light source life  
expectancy

N/A N/A

Light control N/A N/A

Energy class N/A N/A

Packaging dimensions L34 x W30 x H26 cm (0.027 m3) Box 1: L34 x W30 x H26 cm (0.027 m3) 
Box 2: L29 x W29 x H49 cm (0.041 m3)

Packaging weight 5.2 kg Box 1: 5.2 kg — Box 2: 2 kg

Colour EAN code Art. no. Colour EAN code Art. no.

White 7330492006901 132A402 White 7330492006949 132A502

Blue 7330492006918 132A404 Blue 7330492006956 132A504

Black 7330492006925 132A405 Black 7330492006963 132A505

Pink 7330492006932 132A407 Pink 7330492006970 132A507

292

250 250

592

224

301



113.112.w 131 bell  Specifications w 127 winkel  Specifications

Product name w132 nendo f1 w132 nendo f2 w132 nendo f3

Dimensions (mm)

Model Floor Lamp — cone Floor lamp — cylinder Floor lamp — sphere

Mounting Free-standing Free-standing Free-standing

Material Steel Steel Steel

Cord length 330 cm 330 cm 330 cm

Light source 2 x E14 socket — light source not included 2 x E14 socket — light source not included 2 x E14 socket — light source not included

Watt Max 40 W Max 40 W Max 40 W

Lumen N/A N/A N/A

Colour temperature N/A N/A N/A

CRI N/A N/A N/A

Light source life  
expectancy

N/A N/A N/A

Light control On/off On/off On/off

Energy class N/A N/A N/A 

IP-classification 20 20 20

Packaging dimensions Box 1: L34 x W30 x H26 cm (0.026 m3) 
Box 2: L83 x W5 x H5 cm (0.002 m3)

Box 1: L34 x W30 x H26 cm (0.026 m3) 
Box 2: L83 x W5 x H5 cm (0.002 m3)

Box 1: L34 x W30 x H26 cm (0.026 m3) 
Box 2: L83 x W5 x H5 cm (0.002 m3)

Packaging weight Box 1: 5 kg — Box 2: 0.5 kg Box 1: 5 kg — Box 2: 0.5 kg Box 1: 5 kg — Box 2: 0.5 kg

Colour Art. no. /
EAN code

Price ex. 
VAT

Colour Art. no. /
EAN code

Price ex. 
VAT

Colour Art. no. /
EAN code

Price ex. 
VAT

White 132F102 /
7330492006604

692 EUR White 132F202 /
7330492006635

692 EUR White 132F302 /
7330492006666

692 EUR

Blue 132F104 /
7330492006611

692 EUR Blue 132F204 /
7330492006642

692 EUR Blue 132F304 /
7330492006673

692 EUR

Black 132F105 /
7330492006628

692 EUR Black 132F205 /
7330492006659

692 EUR Black 132F305 /
7330492006680

692 EUR

Product name w131 bell

Dimensions (mm)

Model Pendant lamp

Mounting Ceiling rose included

Material Aluminium

Cord length 280 cm, textile cable

Light source GU10 socket — light source not included

Watt Max 35 W

Lumen N/A

Colour temperature N/A

CRI N/A

Light source life  
expectancy

N/A

Light control Dimmable

Energy class N/A 

IP-classifications 20

Packaging dimensions L16 x W16.5 x H16 cm (0.005 m3)

Packaging weight 1 kg

Colour EAN code Art. no.

Blasted  
aluminium

7330492005317 131S11111

Pure orange 7330492005324 131S12004 

Jet black 7330492005331 131S19005 

Zink yellow 7330492005348 131S11018 

Beige 7330492005355 131S11001 

Traffic red 7330492005362 131S13020

Sapphire blue 7330492005379 131S15003 

Grass green 7330492005386 131S16010 

Sepia brown 7330492005393 131S18014

Traffic white 7330492005409 131S19016

120

113

Product name w127 winkel b1 w127 winkel c1 w127 winkel p1

Dimensions (mm)

Model Table lamp — one arm Table lamp — one arm Table lamp — one arm

Mounting Base Clamp Pin — integrated (cut-out Ø 12mm)

Material Solid fiberglass reinforced biopolyamide Solid fiberglass reinforced biopolyamide Solid fiberglass reinforced biopolyamide

Cord length 200 cm 200 cm 200 cm

Light source Integrated LED — included Integrated LED — included Integrated LED — included

Watt 6 W 6 W 6 W

Lumen 1000 1000 1000

Lumen/W 165 165 165

Colour temperature 3000 K 3000 K 3000 K

Colour rendering CRI 97, GAI 80 CRI 97, GAI 80 CRI 97, GAI 80

Max colour variation 3 SDCM 3 SDCM 3 SDCM

Frequancy 20.000 Hz 20.000 Hz 20.000 Hz

Light source life  
expectancy

50.000 h 50.000 h 50.000 h

Light control Dimmable — timer 9 h Dimmable — timer 9 h Dimmable — timer 9 h

Energy class A++ A++ A++

IP-classification 20 20 20

Packaging dimensions L54 x W38 x H10 cm (0.02 m3) L54 x W38 x H10 cm (0.02 m3) L54 x W38 x H10 cm (0.02 m3)

Packaging weight 5 kg 2 kg 2 kg

Colour EAN code Art. no. Colour EAN code Art. no. Colour EAN code Art. no.

White 7330492006116 127B102.2 White 7330492006154 127C102.2 White 7330492006192 127P102.2 

Grey 7330492006123 1127B104.2 Grey 7330492006161 127C104.2 Grey 7330492006208 127P104.2

Black 7330492006130 127B105.2 Black 7330492006178 127C105.2 Black 7330492006215 127P105.2 

Red 7330492006147 127B108.2 Red 7330492006185 127C108.2 Red 7330492006222 127P108.2

402

96

186

43
18

402

96

80 53 max.

43

72

402

96

40

43

72



115.114.w 127 winkel  Specifications w 127 winkel  Specifications

Product name w127 winkel br1 w127 winkel b2 w127 winkel c2

Dimensions (mm)

Model Table lamp — one arms Table lamp — two arms Table lamp — two arms

Mounting Wall/Rail bracket Base Clamp

Material Solid fiberglass reinforced biopolyamide Solid fiberglass reinforced biopolyamide Solid fiberglass reinforced biopolyamide

Cord length 200 cm 200 cm 200 cm

Light source Integrated LED — included Integrated LED — included Integrated LED — included

Watt 6 W 6 W 6 W

Lumen 1000 1000 1000

Lumen/W 165 165 165

Colour temperature 3000 K 3000 K 3000 K

Colour rendering CRI 97, GAI 80 CRI 97, GAI 80 CRI 97, GAI 80

Max colour variation 3 SDCM 3 SDCM 3 SDCM

Frequency 20.000 Hz 20.000 Hz 20.000 Hz

Light source life  
expectancy

50.000 h 50.000 h 50.000 h

Light control Dimmable — timer 9 h Dimmable — timer 9 h Dimmable — timer 9 h

Energy class A+ + A++ A++

IP-classification 20 20 20

Packaging dimensions L54 x W38 x H10 cm (0.02 m3) L54 x W38 x H10 cm (0.02 m3) L54 x W38 x H10 cm (0.02 m3)

Packaging weight 2 kg 5 kg 2 kg

Colour EAN code Art. no. Colour EAN code Art. no. Colour EAN code Art. no.

White
(Black bracket)

7330492006239 127BR102.2 White 7330492006277 127B202.2 White 7330492006314 127C202.2

Grey
(Black bracket)

7330492006246 127BR104.2 Grey 7330492006284 127B204.2 Grey 7330492006321 127C204.2

Black
(Black bracket)

7330492006253 127BR105.2 Black 7330492006291 127B205.2 Black 7330492006338 127C205.2

Red
(Black bracket)

7330492006260 127BR108.2 Red 7330492006307 127B208.2 Red 7330492006345 127C208.2

402

402

72

96

80 53 max.

43

402

402

186

43 18

96

402

40

96

72

43

Product name w127 winkel p2 w127 winkel br2

Dimensions (mm)

Model Table lamp — two arms Table lamp — two arms

Mounting Pin — integrated (cut-out Ø 12 mm) Wall/Rail bracket

Material Solid fiberglass reinforced biopolyamide Solid fiberglass reinforced biopolyamide

Cord length 200 cm 200 cm

Light source Integrated LED — included Integrated LED — included

Watt 6 W 6 W

Lumen 1000 1000

Lumen/W 165 165

Colour temperature 3000 K 3000 K

Colour rendering CRI 97, GAI 80 CRI 97, GAI 80

Max colour variation 3 SDCM 3 SDCM

Frequency 20.000 Hz 20.000 Hz

Light source life  
expectancy

50.000 h 50.000 h

Light control Dimmable — timer 9 h Dimmable — timer 9 h

Energy class A++ A++

IP-classification 20 20

Packaging dimensions L54 x W38 x H10 cm (0.02 m3) L54 x W38 x H10 cm (0.02 m3)

Packaging weight 2 kg 2 kg

Colour EAN code Art. no. Colour EAN code Art. no.

White 7330492006352 127P202.2 White
(Black bracket)

7330492006390 127BR202.2

Grey 7330492006369 127P204.2 Grey
(Black bracket)

7330492006406 127BR204.2  

Black 7330492006376 127P205.2 Black
(Black bracket)

7330492006413 127BR205.2 

Red 7330492006383 127P208.2 Red
(Black bracket)

7330492006420 127BR208.2.

402

402 402

402

72

40
43

40
43

72

96 96



117.116.w 126 claesson koivisto rune  Specifications w 124 lindvall  Specifications

Product name w126 claesson koivisto rune f w126 claesson koivisto rune p

Dimensions (mm)

Model Floor lamp Table lamp

Mounting Free-standing Pin — integrated (cut-out Ø 24 mm)

Material Aluminium Aluminium

Cord length 325 cm 325 cm

Light source Integrated LED — included Integrated LED — included

Watt 85 W 85 W

Lumen 9000 9000 

Lumen/W 106 106

Colour temperature 3000 K 3000 K

CRI > 85 > 85

Light source life  
expectancy

50.000 h 50.000 h

Light control Separate dimming upwards/downwards Separate dimming upwards/downwards

Energy class A+ A+

IP-classification 20 20

Packaging dimensions L92 x W48 x H16 cm (0.706 m3) L92 x W48 x H16 cm (0.706 m3)

Packaging weight 8 kg 5.5 kg

Colour EAN code Art. no. Colour EAN code Art. no.

White 7330492005225 126F202 White 7330492005287 126P202

Grey 7330492005232 126F204 Grey 7330492005294 126P204

Orange 7330492005249 126F209 Orange 7330492005300 126P209 

385

1900

385

1180

70

Product name w124 lindvall s1 w124 lindvall s2 w124 lindvall s3

Dimensions (mm)

Model Pendant Lamp — small Pendant Lamp — medium Pendant Lamp — large

Mounting Ceiling rose — included Ceiling rose — included Ceiling rose — included

Material Solid copper, solid brass or steel Solid copper, solid brass or steel Solid copper, solid brass or steel

Cord length 300 cm, textile cable 300 cm, textile cable 300 cm, textile cable

Light source 2 x E14 socket — not included 3 x E14 socket — not included 3 x E27 — not included

Watt Max 40 W Max 40 W Max 40 W

Lumen N/A N/A N/A

Colour temperature N/A N/A N/A

CRI N/A N/A N/A

Light source life  
expectancy

N/A N/A N/A

Light control Dimmable Dimmable Dimmable

Energy class N/A N/A N/A 

Packaging dimensions L29 x W29 x H31 cm (0.026 m3) L39 x W39 x H35 cm (0.05 m3) L50 x W50 x H42 cm (0.10 m3)

Packaging weight WIP WIP WIP

Colour EAN code Art. no. Colour EAN code Art. no. Colour EAN code Art. no.

Copper 7330492005713 124S101 Copper 7330492005744 124S201 Copper 7330492005775 124S301

Brass 7330492005720 124S102 Brass 7330492005751 124S202 Brass 7330492005782 124S302

White 7330492005737 124S103 White 7330492005768 124S203 White 7330492005799 124S303

270

172
200

244 328 442



119.118.w 124 lindvall  Specifications w 103 sempé  Specifications

Product name w124 lindvall t

Dimensions (mm)

Model Table lamp 

Mounting Base

Material Solid copper 

Cord length 280 cm, textile cable

Light source 2 x E14 socket — not included

Watt Max 40 W

Lumen N/A

Colour temperature N/A

CRI N/A

Light source life  
expectancy

N/A

Light control On/off

Energy class N/A  

Packaging dimensions L30 x W30 x H50 cm (0.045 m3)z

Packaging weight WIP

Colour EAN code Art. no.

Copper 7330492005805 124T101

244

340

244

Product name w103 sempé b w103 sempé c w103 sempé s1

Dimensions (mm)

Model Table lamp Table lamp Pendant lamp — single shade

Mounting Base Clamp Ceiling rose included

Material Aluminium, steel, cast iron Aluminium, steel Aluminium, steel

Cord length 360 cm 360 cm 300 cm

Light source Integrated LED — included Integrated LED — included Integrated LED — included

Watt 7 W 7 W 8 W

Lumen 661 661 1234

Lumen/W 94 94 154

Colour temperature 3000 K 3000 K 3000 K

CRI > 92 > 92 > 85

Light source life  
expectancy

50.000 h 50.000 h 50.000 h

Light control On/Off On/Off Dimmable

Energy class A+ A+ A+

IP-classification 20 20 20

Packaging dimensions L59 x W34 x H17 cm (0.033 m3) L59 x W34 x H17 cm (0.033 m3) L34 x W31 x H20 cm (0.02 m3)

Packaging weight 5.8 kg 3 kg 2.2 kg

Colour EAN code Art. no. Colour EAN code Art. no. Colour EAN code Art. no.

Jet black 7330492005836 103B19005 Jet black 7330492005874 103C19005 Traffic white 7330492005911 103S19016

Beige red 7330492005843 103B13012 Beige red 7330492005881 103C13012 Sulfur yellow 7330492005928 103S11016

Traffic white 7330492005850 103B19016 Traffic white 7330492005898 103C19016 Beige red 7330492005935 103S13012

Reed green 7330492005867 103B16013 Reed green 7330492005904 103C16013 Coral red 7330492005942 103S13016

Reed green 7330492005959 103S16013

Silver grey 7330492005966 103S17001

Jet black 7330492005973 103S19005

135

280

280

500

280

280

500

80

280

280

50 max.



121.120.w 103 sempé  Specifications w 102 chipperfield  Specifications

Product name w103 sempé s2 w103  sempé s3 w103 sempé s6p

Dimensions (mm)

Model Pendant lamp — two shades on rail Pendant lamp — three shades on rail Pendant lamp — multiple shades on hexagonal 
shaped rail

Mounting Steel ceiling attachments with wire gliders — included Steel ceiling attachments with wire gliders — included Wire collector with wire gliders, aluminium ceiling rose 
with wire gliders — included 

Material Aluminium, steel Aluminium, steel Aluminium, steel

Cord length 300 cm (cable and wire) 300 cm (cable and wire) 600 cm (cable and wire)

Light source Integrated LED — included Integrated LED — included Integrated LED — included

Watt 8 W (per shade) 8 W (per shade) 8 W (per shade)

Lumen 1234 (per shade) 1234 (per shade) 1234 (per shade)

Lumen/W 154 154 154

Colour temperature 3000 K 3000 K 3000 K

CRI > 85 > 85 > 85

Light source life  
expectancy

50.000 h 50.000 h 50.000 h

Light control Dimmable Dimmable Dimmable

Energy class A++ A++ A++

IP-classification 20 20 20

Packaging dimensions L121 x W31 x H21 cm (0.08 m3) L121 x W31 x H21 cm (0.08 m3) L80 x W60 x H70 cm (0.336 m3)

Packaging weight 4.8 kg 6.2 kg 13 kg

Colour EAN code Art. no. Colour EAN code Art. no. Colour EAN code Art. no.

Traffic white 7330492005980 103S29016 Traffic white 7330492006017 103S39016 Black, red, 
beige, yellow, 
grey, green

7330492006048 103S6P

Jet black 7330492005997 103S29005 Jet black 7330492006024 103S39005 Various/made 
to order

7330492006055 103S6P000

Various/made 
to order

7330492006000 103S20000 Various/made 
to order

7330492006031 103S30000 

1472

150

1397

150

730

280

280

150

1180

280

280

Product name w 102 chipperfield b w 102 chipperfield p w 102 chipperfield w

Dimensions (mm)

Model Table lamp Pin lamp Wall lamp 

Mounting Base Pin – integrated (cut-out Ø15 mm) Wall bracket 

Material Solid brass / black steel Solid brass / black steel Solid brass / black steel

Cord length 230 cm TBC TBC

Light source Integrated LED — included Integrated LED — included Integrated LED — included

Watt 6.3 W 6.3 W 6.3 W

Lumen 1000 1000 1000

Lumen/W 158 158 158

Colour temperature 2700 K 2700 K 2700 K

CRI > 90 > 90 > 90

Max colour variation 3 SDCM 3 SDCM 3 SDCM

Light source life 
expectancy

50.000 h 50.000 h 50.000 h

Light control Dimmable Dimmable Dimmable

Energy class A++ A++ A++

IP-classification 20 20 20

Packaging dimensions L51 x W36 x H12 cm (0,02m3) L51 x W36 x H12 cm (0,02m3) L36 x W30 x H12 cm (0.01m3)

Packaging weight 3.1 kg 1.7 kg 1.3 kg

Colour EAN code Art. no. Colour EAN code Art. no. Colour EAN code Art. no. 

Brass 7330492008431 102T100.2 Brass 7330492008455 102P100.2 Brass 7330492008479 102W100.2

Black steel 7330492008448 102T105.2 Black steel 7330492008462 102P105.2 Black steel 7330492008486 102W105.2

94

300

229

110

423

337

94

423

34

326



123.122.w 102 chipperfield  Specifications w 084 studioilse  Specifications

220

1126

394

Product name w 102 chipperfield f

Dimensions (mm)

Model Floor lamp 

Mounting Free-standing 

Material Solid brass / black steel

Cord length TBC

Light source Integrated LED — included

Watt 6.3 W

Lumen 1000

Lumen/W 158

Colour temperature 2700 K

CRI > 90

Max colour variation 3 SDCM

Light source life  
expectancy

50.000 h

Light control Dimmable

Energy class A++

IP-classification 20

Packaging dimensions L118 x W40 x H12 cm (0.06m3)

Packaging weight 3.5 kg

Colour EAN code Art. no. 

Brass/black 
steel

7330492008493 102F005.2

Black steel 7330492008509 102F105.2

Product name  w084 studioilse t1  w084 studioilse t2

Dimensions (mm)

Model Table lamp — one arm Table lamp — two arms

Mounting Base Base

Material Cast iron, aluminium, beech, PBT Cast iron, aluminium, beech, PBT

Cord length 200 cm - textile cable 200 cm - textile cable

Light source Halogen IRC, socket: GY 6.35 — included Halogen IRC, socket: GY 6.35 — included

Watt Max 35 W Max 35 W

Lumen 670 670

Lumen/W 19 19

Colour temperature 3000 K 3000 K

CRI 100 100

Light source life 
expectancy

2000 h 2000 h

Light control Dimmable Dimmable

Energy class C C

Packaging dimensions L60 x W45 x H20 cm (0,05 m3) L60 x W45 x H20 cm (0,05 m3)

Packaging weight 4.0 kg 4.1 kg

Colour EAN code Art. no. Colour EAN code Art. no.

Red cable 7330492005522 084T100 Red cable 7330492005546 084T200

Brown cable 7330492005539 084T103 Brown cable 7330492005553 084T203

184

80 80

135

340

420

135

420

184
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Wästberg is a Swedish lighting company aimed at bringing back 
light to human proximity, by restoring the private spheres man 
has been deprived of during decades of misguided pursuit of 
efficiency and standardisation. The universally acclaimed lamps 
are created in close collaboration with some of the world’s most 
renowned architects, designers and lighting experts, and have 
earned prestigious awards for their combination of aesthetics, 
cutting-edge technology and resource conservation. 




